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QUARTERLY CASE STUDY

Weelsby st

With this so near to completion after sending out the last update, Covid 19 made it difficult to get

materials and complete the works, on the date we had set. However this enabled us to keep our build

team busy, whilst under strict regulations and get majority of the rooms up to a good standard.

WHATS BEEN HAPPENING 

PROJECT UPDATE  

Weelsby st nearly complete

Launch of Development company

Welcomed new investors

Sourced properties to other investors

Covid - 19

Partnered with UK's largest investor to create specialised supported housing

Ladysmith rented out to young vunerable family
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Leacroft is currently a 3 bed terrace, that really lends itself to the HMO market as it is situated on the

outskirts of town, popular with young professionals. We aim to fully refurbish the property, add en-suites to

all bedrooms and create 1 fully self contained units, to meet the demand in the area. 

3 BED ----- > 7 BED HMO, 1 Self contained
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Deansgrove is currently a lovely periodic property that has amazing features of large rooms, high ceilings

and stunning original features. We know that there is a rental demand in Grimsby, and with this being

situated close to the railway station, it offers a fantastic opportunity for young professionals, who commute,

to call it home. We aim to split this property up into four apartments.

3 BED ----- > 3: 1 BED APARTMENTS 1: 2 BED APARTMENT
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12 MONTH + COMPOUND INTEREST AVAILABLE

TIME SCALE FOR THIS PROJECT

£10K - £29K     - 5%

£30K - £49K    - 6%

£50K - £69K    - 7%

£70K - £89K    - 8%

£90K - £99K    - 9%

£100K +            - 10% 

% FOR THESE PROJECTS

CONTACT US IF YOU WOULD LIKE FURTHER INFORMATION ON ANY OF THESE INVESTMENTS

AND WE WILL SEND YOU THE FULL PACKAGED DEAL INFORMATION DOCUMENT 

DEANSGROVE 

WE HAVE 2 OTHER PROPERTIES UNDER NEGOTIATION AT PRESENT

PAYMENT TERMS AVAILABLE



We've worked extremely hard to come out of the other side of Covid-19 unaffected and the hard work has paid off. It has

allowed us crucial admin time to look on how we scale our business appropriately and in a sustainable way, and now

things are starting to lift we are able to hit the ground running. The housing market has seen a huge increase over this

period and an influx of properties are coming onto the market! We would like to take this opportunity to reassure you that

your money is working hard and this period has not affected your investment. 

Stay safe and well

Take Care

from 

the Your Space Team 

FINAL THOUGHT  

MAKING A HOUSE A HOME
Although Covid proved difficult for most, there are always positives to take away. Just before lockdown we had an enquiry

about one of our properties; Ladysmith road. The lovely little 2 bed, in the heart of Grimsby, caught the attention of a small

family that were struggling. Having two young daughters, one of which suffers with a lung condition, made them very

vulnerable to catching Covid, and therefore they had to isolate for 12 weeks. They were in a small 2 bed flat, no garden

space and minimal living space which was challenging.

They came across our finished photos of Ladysmith online and wanted to move in straight away. After all checks were made

they moved in a few weeks later, from a small flat to a spacious two bed terrace with a garden allowing the family to safely

self isolate with the benefit of their own home.

With comments like 'Slowly but surely getting settled in, thank you so much for a lovely house' and 'We are in love with it!' -

makes what we do so worthwhile! 

Have a look at how they've made our house their home... 

WHAT'S COMING UP
Mixing up our strategies, introducing self

contained apartments to diversify our portfolio.

We now have 5 sourcing clients who we are

working with, to provide them with quality

investment properties. Offering the full

package from sourcing deals to project

mangaing the refurb.

The developments team have been very busy

since our soft launch with 4 projects on

currently and more in the pipeline. 

Starting the build on Leacroft in the next month

which we will be using our developments team for!  


